FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS – PROSPECTIVE AUTHORS

1. What is the Real Property Trust and Estate (RPTE) Law Journal?

The Journal is a scholarly publication in a law-review format. The Journal differs from traditional law reviews in that it has a dual editorial board consisting of practicing lawyers backed up by student editors located at the University of South Carolina Law School. The Journal focuses on subjects of interest and importance to lawyers practicing in the fields of real property, estate planning, probate, and trust law.

2. What is the circulation of the RPTE Law Journal?

The Journal’s subscription base consists of over 22,000 RPTE section members, as well as all the major law libraries in the United States and the major electronic research databases.

3. How often is the RPTE Law Journal published?

Three times a year, in Fall, Winter and Spring.

4. How do you find articles for the RPTE Law Journal?

Articles are generally reviewed and selected by a team of three professional editors. Although the Journal editors actively encourage subject matter experts and CLE presenters to develop their topics into articles, approximately two thirds of the articles published in the Journal are sent in by authors without solicitation. Authors need not be RPTE Section members.

5. Why should I write an article for the RPTE Law Journal?

Publishing an article in the Journal provides an opportunity for authors to display exceptional knowledge on a particular topic, gain national recognition, contribute to the development of the law, and have their work permanently archived in libraries and electronic research databases.

6. What is the process for submitting an article to the RPTE Law Journal?

Send the article to one of the Acquisitions Editors listed in the front of each edition, currently Roger D. Schwenke at rschwenke@carltonfields.com for real property, and W. Birch Douglass, III at bdouglass@mcguirewoods.com for trusts and estates. For a detailed description, see the attached Memorandum for Authors.
7. **Do I need to have my topic pre-approved?**

   No, but the professional editors are happy to provide feedback if you would like to discuss article ideas.

8. **How long should an article be?**

   Typical article length in the Journal is approximately 30-40 pages with 100 to 200 footnotes, but articles can range from 10 to over 100 pages.

9. **Should the article contain forms?**

   Yes, if appropriate for the subject matter. Section publications are primarily for practitioners who always appreciate forms they can use in their practice.

10. **How long does it take for an article to be published?**

    The time to publication varies depending on a number of factors, including how many articles are in the queue, but the minimum is approximately five months. Our lag time compares very favorably with other law-review format publications.

11. **Do citations need to be in formal Bluebook style?**

    Yes, although we have a staff of student editors to check the Bluebooking.

12. **Do I get to provide feedback on changes to my article?**

    Yes. The citations and sources will be thoroughly checked by the student editors, who will also suggest changes to the text. You will then have an opportunity to review the article again and discuss additional changes with a professional editor.